Versatile LED Panels for Stylish Floors and Walls

Black Marble BM4 LED panels are designed to offer a stylish solution for LED floors and integrated walls. The finish of the top layer allows for high-end use with a chic and classy appearance. The ability to mix and match panels with different finishes make it suited for enhanced creative experience in floors, walls and multi-level stages or stairs.
Even Greater Visuals with the Perfect Finish

With a 4mm pixel pitch the LED panels offer excellent visual qualities.

Support Options

- Support Frame: guarantees a safe and sturdy front support. The floor is designed to withstand a load of 1000kg/m2.
- Stair System: creates multi-level foam, steps and spectator-shape elements. Based on the standard Support Frame, extra Nan-elements can be added. The ALR non-stair Support System for Black Mamba is a light-weight, easy to build system and can create various levels, heights and bases, up to a maximum of 3m height.
- Rail System: you can create complex looking, LED wall offering integration possibilities for retail and architectural applications. The special Aluminum system for Black Mamba is a light-weight, easy to build system which can be either stacked or Turned.

Create Visual Illusions Beyond Your Imagination

Fast and Easy set-up
All support systems are easy and fast to install, using a minimal number of tools, reducing assembly time and saving labor costs.

Boundless Creativity
Triangular panels, ideal to make round LED floors or other creative shapes.